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It has been proposed to emit signals, more particularly 
electric currents having a variable intensity, by means 
of a carrier wave which is modulated by impulses having 
a constant duration and a variable time character. 

Furthermore it has been proposed, in receiving signals 
thus emitted, to equip the receiving cascade with a device 
for the production of impulses, which is controlled by 
the incoming impulses, thus producing in the receiver 
impulses which are independent of disturbances occurring 
during the carrier-wave impulses and distorting the ampli 
tude of the impulses, and in addition of disturbances 
causing a longer duration of the impulse. As a result 
thereof a favourable signal-to-noise ratio is obtained. 
The device in question suffers from the drawback, how 
ever, that disturbances occurring between the carrier 
wave impulses are capable of starting up the device for 
the production of impulses. 

According to the invention this drawback is avoided by 
adding at least one further impulse to each impulse 
characterizing the signal to be emitted, the character of 
the impulse combinations thus produced being independ 
ent of the signal to be emitted, and by deriving on the 
receiver side impulses characterizing the signal from the 
received impulse combinations. 

In order that the invention may be clearly understood 
and readily carried into effect it will now be described 
more fully with reference to the accompanying drawings, 
given by way of example, wherein 

Fig. la represents a part of a sinusoidal wave to be 
transmitted. 

Fig. lb illustrates an executional example of the meth 
ods already proposed for transmitting, by means of im 
pulses, the signal illustrated in Fig. 1a. 

Fig. 10 illustrates an executional example of the im 
pulse character altered according to the invention as 
shown in Fig. 1b. 

Fig. 2 represents one form of construction of the re 
ceiving device which is suited for the reception of impulses 
having the character shown in Fig. 10. 

Fig. 3 represents a form of construction of a part of 
the device shown in Fig. 2, whose operation will be ex 
plained by means of the curve represented in Fig. 4. 

Figs. 5 and 6 also represent forms of construction of a 
part of the device shown in Fig. 2. 

Figs. 7 and 8 represent embodiments of transmitters 
according to the invention. 
The character of the impulses characterizing the signal 

to be transmitted and shown in Fig. 1b, consists in that 
the distance between the impulses measured in regard to 
time, depends on the instantaneous value of the signal 
to be transmitted. According to the invention a second 
impulse is added to each impulse characterizing the signal 
to be transmitted and having the character illustrated in 
Fig. lb, so that in each instance an impulse combination 
consisting of two impulses having the same amplitude 
instead of a single impulse is transmitted. As appears 
from Fig. 1c the amplitude of the impulses and the time 

' interval between the impulses of an impulse combination 
is independent of the instantaneous value of the signal 
to be transmitted and preferably the interval between 
neighbouring impulses of each impulse combination is 
smaller than and preferably small with respect to the 
smallest interval between neighbouring impulses charac 
terizing the signal to be transmitted. It is pointed out 
that the amplitudes of the impulses of an impulse com‘ 
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bination need not necessarily be equal and that the num 
ber of impulses forming part of an impulse combination 
and the relative distance between these impulses may be 
chosen at will. In this manner the character of the im 
pulse combinations can generally be correlated with the 
effect aimed at, preferably all impulse combinations hav 
ing the same variation as a function of time, in other 
words the same time character. 

Impulses having the character illustrated in Fig. 1c can 
be obtained by passing the impulses characterizing the 
signal to be transmitted and shown in Fig. 11) through 
two channels, one of which comprises a retarding circuit 
whose retarding time corresponds to the desired time 
interval between the preceding sides of the impulses of 
an impulse combination, and by combining the impulses 
appearing in the output circuits of the two channels with 
the same phase. 

An- arrangement of this type is illustrated in Fig. 7 
wherein a pulse generator 40 provides pulses having a 
given timing relationship, generator 40 being time-mod 
ulated by a system 41 in accordance with the instanta 
neous amplitude of an intelligence signal. The output of 
generator 40 is fed to two separate channels 42 and 43, 
a retarding circuit 44 being interposed in channel 43 for 
the purpose of delaying the pulses therein for the desired 
interval. Channels 42 and 43 have a common output 
so that for each pulse produced by generator 40 there is 
formed a double pulse which is applied to radio trans 
mitter 45, the spacing between the two pulses constituting 
the double pulse being ?xed as determined by the delay 
characteristic of retarding circuit 44. 
As an alternative impulses having the character illus 

trated in Fig. 10 may be derived from impulses illus 
trated in Fig. 1b by passing the last-mentioned impulses 
through a differentiating network. In such a network 
all impulses are converted in each instance into two im 
pulses having opposite polarity. Impulses having the 
character shown in Fig. 1c are obtained by inverting in 
each instance the polarity of one of these impulses after 
splitting off from the other impulses and by combining 
the impulses, whose polarity has been inverted, with the 
remaining impulses having the same phase. - 

This embodiment is illustrated in Fig. 8 wherein each 
time-modulated pulse produced by generator 40 is dif 
ferentiated by differentiating circuit 46 to form a pair of 
spaced pulses of opposite sense, the leading pulse thereof 
corresponding in time with the leading edge of the gen 
erated pulse and the trailing pulse corresponding in time 
with the trailing edge. The pair of pulses thus formed 
are fed to a splitting circuit 47 which segregates the 
leading pulse from the trailing pulse. The leading pulse 
is applied to a channel 48, and the trailing pulse is applied 
to a channel 49 incorporating an inverter circuit 50 which 
reverses the sense of the trailing pulse so that it lies in 
the same direction as the leading pulse. Channels 48 
and 49 have a common output whereby for each pulse 
yielded by generator 40 there is impressed on transmitter 
45 a double pulse, the spacing between the two pulses 
de?ning the double pulse being ?xed as determined by 
the width of the generated pulse. 

Fig. 2 represents one form of construction of a device 
for the reception of a carrier wave modulated by im 
pulses having the character shown in Fig. is. 

In this device the carrier-wave impulses picked up by 
an antenna 1 are supplied to a high-frequency ampli?er 2 
connected in cascade with a mixing stage 3, an inter 
mediate-frequency ampli?er 4 and a detector 5. The 
impulse-shaped voltage obtained after detection and hav 
in0 the character shown in Fig. 1c is preferably supplied, 
through a limiter 6 and a device 7 which only transmits 
impulses whose amplitude exceeds a de?nite threshold 
value, to a device 8 which derives impulses characterizing 
the signal to be received from the incoming impulse 
combinations consisting of impulses having a de?nite 
time character, said impulses being supplied through a‘ 
?lter 9 to a reproducing device 10. _ 
The use of the limiter 6 yields the advantage of the 

device 8 being controlled by impulses having a constant. 
amplitude. The device 7 has the additional advantage 
of obtaining a greater freedom from disturbances, since 
this device prevents any disturbances appearing between ' 
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the impulses and having a smaller amplitude than the 
threshold value from being supplied to the device 8. 

In the form of construction represented in the drawing 
the device 8 consists of two parallel branches 11 and 12 
each comprising an ampli?er or network 13 and 14 re 
spectively for the transmission of impulses, the retarda 
tion for the impulses to be transmitted through these 
branches being diiferent. To secure the desired retarda 
tion ditference one of the branches, for instance the branch 
11, includes a retarding circuit 15. In addition, the 
device 8 comprises an arrangement with threshold value 
16 to which are supplied the impulses transmitted through 
the two branches with the same phase and combined. 
The output voltage of the device 16 is supplied to the 
reproducing device 10. 
By a correct adjustment of the preferably variable 

retardation time of the retarding circuit 15 it can be 
achieved that the ?rst impulse of each impulse combina 
tion of the impulses transmitted through the branch 11 
is retarded in such a manner that the retarded ?rst impulse 
in the input circuit of the device 16 simultaneously 
appears with the second impulse which forms part of 
the same impulse combination and is supplied through 
the branch 12 to the device 16. 
When receiving more than two impulse combinations 

consisting of impulses arranged according to a de?nite 
code the retardation time is preferably so chosen that 
the retarded impulse derived, for instance from the ‘list 
impulse, appears simultaneously with the last impulse 
forming part of the same impulse combination. In this 
way impulses are generally derived from the incoming 
impulses, which are so retarded as to appear simulta 
neously with impulses forming part of the same impulse 
combination and following the impulses from which the 
retarded impulses have been derived. 

After combination in the same phase of the impulses 
transmitted through the two branches a combined signal 
is consequently obtained whose variation for an impulse 
combination is illustrated in the drawing, of which signal 
each impulse combination comprises one impulse having 
a larger amplitude than the remaining impulses. The 
device with threshold value 16 separates the impulses, 
whose amplitude exceeds that of the remaining impulses, 
from the other impulses so that per impulse combination 
one impulse, viz. the second impulse, is supplied to the 
reproducing device 10. 

Since the interval between the impulses in question 
depends on the instantaneous value of the signal to be 
transmitted this signal can be derived in‘ a well-known 
manner from these impulses characterizing the signal. 
The conversion of the impulses having a constant 

amplitude and a variable duration, which characterize 
the signal to be transmitted and are supplied to the re 
producing device 10, into a current having a variable in 
tensity may take place by supplying these impulses 
through the ?lter 9, which suppresses the alternating cur 
rent component, to the reproducing device 10 e. g. a 
loudspeaker. 

Since the device 8 supplies only one impulse to the 
reproducing device It) if two impulses having a de?nite 
amplitude simultaneously appear in the input circuit of 
the device 16, the device 8 (hereinafter called impulse 
dividing device) is practically insensitive to all disturb~ 
ances appearing between the impulse combinations. If 
the interval between two undesired impulses corresponds 
to the difference in time delay between the branches 11 
and 12 there is a risk of the signal appearing in the re 
producing device being disturbed by these signals. In 
practice, however, such a case will seldom occur, so that 
the device set out above permits a reception which is prac 
tically free from disturbances. 

In the device represented in Fig. 2 a device for produc 
ing impulses 17 is preferably interposed between the device 
8 and the reproducing device 10 in the receiving cascade, 
which device controls the impulses given off by the im 
pulse dividing device. In this case impulses are generated 
in the receiver itself, whose amplitude and duration are 
entirely independent of the amplitude and duration of 
the incoming impulses, so that disturbances distorting the 
amplitude and increasing the duration do not affect the 
reproducing device. However, the interval between the 
impulses produced in the receiver is determined by the 
interval between the impulses emitted by the impulse 
dividing device 8, so that the interval between the impulses 
supplied to the reproducing device exactly corresponds to 
the instantaneous value of the signal to be received. 
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In the device shown in Fig. 2 the retarding circuit may 

be a ?lter circuit. 
One form of construction of a retarding circuit, in 

which use is made of a gas-?lled discharge tube, is shown 
in Fig. 3. In this form of construction the retarding 
circuit consists of a condenser 18 which is rapidly charged 
through a resistance 19 by a source of direct current 29 
and is capable of discharging through the series connec 
tion of an inductance 21 and a gas-?lled discharge tube 
22. The tube 22 is normally blocked by means of a 
source of negative grid bias 23. If, however, an impulse 
shaped voltage originating from the ?rst impulse of an 
impulse combination is supplied to the tube 22 this tube 
becomes conductive as a result of which the condenser 
18 discharges through the series connection of ‘the induct 
ance 21 and the tube 22. The discharge current of the 
condenser 18 involves an impulse shaped voltage through 
an inductance 24- coupled with the inductance 21, whose 
variation is represented as'a function of time in Fig. 4. 
In this ?gure t1 denotes the moment at which the ?rst 
impulse of an impulse combination initiates the condenser 
discharge, 12 denotingrthe moment at which the second 
impulse of the impulse combination is supplied to the 
grid of the tube 22. On the appearance of the second 
impulse, however, the tube 22 is already conductive so 
that this impulse does not involve a voltage through the 
coil 24. On receiving an impulse combination an im 
pulse-shaped voltage, whose variation is illustrated in 
Pig. 4, may consequently be derived from the discharge 
circuit of the condenser 18 by means of the inductance 2%. 
As appears from Fig. 4 the positive voltage impulse 

appearing across the inductance 24 is retarded with respect 
to the ?rst impulse supplied to the tube 22. By correlat 
ing the discharge time of the condenser 18 with the time 
interval between the impulses it can be achieved that the 
second impulse of each impulse combination, which is 
supplied through the branch 12 to the device 16, appears 
simultaneously with’ the impulse-shaped voltage Whose 
curve is shaped as represented in Fig. 4, which ~voltage 
appears through the inductance 24 and is produced. in a 
retarded manner by the ?rst impulse. The simultaneous 
appearance of the said impulses with a combination hay- 
ing'the same phase results in that each impulse combina 
tion comprises an impulse having an amplitude exceed 
ing the threshold value of the device 16, which impulse 
is supplied to the reproducing device 10. in 1. lg. 4 the 
threshold value of the device 16 is represented by the 
dotted horizontal line. 
When making use of the aforesaid retarding circuit, in 

which use is made of a gas-?lled discharge tube, there is 
a risk, on receiving a disturbance just before receiving an 
impulse combination, of the impulse combination in 
question being lost. This occurs, for instance, if the 
duration between the disturbance and the ?rst impulse 
of an impulse combination is smaller than the interval 
between the impulses to be received. in this case, in 
effect, the disturbance initiates the discharge of the con 
denser 18, and the ?rst impulse of the impulse combina 
tion appears at the grid of the tube 22 at a moment at 
which the tube 22 is already conductive. Consequently, 
this impulse will not involve a voltage across the resist 
ance 24. A voltage impulse brought about by the dis 
turbance will appear across the inductance Z4 and also 
the second impulse of the impulse combination produces 
a voltage impulse across the inductance 24», it is true, 
but these two impulses will not appear simultaneously 
with the second‘ impulse of the impulse combination sup~ 
plied through the branch 12 to the device 16, so that no 
voltage impulse is supplied to the reproducing device. 

To' avoid this drawback use may be made of the 
retarding circuit shown in Fig. 5. 
The retarding circuit 15' represented in Fig. 5 consists 

of two devices, as represented in Fig. 3, each comprising 
a condenser 18 and 18’ respectively, which are rapidly 
charged through a resistance 19 and 19’ respectively by 
a source of potential 20 and is capable of discharging 
through the series connection of an inductance 21 and 21’ 
respectively and a gas-?lled discharge tube 22 and 22' 
respectively. The incoming impulses are supplied in 
phase to the grids of the tubes 22 and 22'. The output 
voltage of‘ the device is taken from the series~connectcd 
coils 24 and 24' coupled with coils 21 and 21’ respec 
tively. To the grid of the tube 22 is supplied a nega 
tive voltage from the voltage source 23. whereas the 
grid of the tube 22' receives a negativevoltage from the 
voltage sources 23 and 25. Furthermore no terminal of 
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a resistance 26 inserted in the discharge circuit of the 
condenser 18 is connected, through a resistance 27, to 
the cathode of the tube 22’, the cathode lead of the tube 
22’ including a condenser 28 which is shunted by the 
series connection of a diode 29 and a voltage source 30. 
When in the aforesaid circuit arrangement the ?rst 

impulse of an impulse combination is supplied to the 
grids of the tubes 22 and 22' the tube 22 becomes con 
ductive, whereas the tube 22' remains blocked by the 
voltage source 25. Consequently, the ?rst impulse in 
volves a discharge of the condenser 18, as a result of 
which a voltage impulse, whose curve is shaped as shown 
in Fig. 4, appears across the inductance 24, which impulse 
appears simultaneously with the second impulse of the 
impulse combination transmitted through the branch 12 
(Fig. 2) if the discharge time of the condenser 18 is 
correlated with the time interval between the incoming 
impulses of an impulse combination. This results in that 
on receiving an impulse combination the second impulse 
is supplied to the reproducing device. 

if, however, a disturbance appearing before the ?rst 
impulse brings about a discharge of the condenser 18, 
the device 13 to 22 is insensitive to the next ?rst impulse 
of an impulse combination so that the impulse com 
bination in question would be lost. This is avoided by 
the device 18’ to 22’ which essentially corresponds to 
the device 18 to 22. To the device 18’ to 22' is supplied 
such a bias from the voltage source 25 that the incoming 
impulses alone cannot bring about a discharge of the con 
denser 18'. During the discharge of the condenser 18, 
however, a voltage is set up across the resistance 26 in the 
discharge circuit of the condenser, which voltage is sup 
plied through the resistance 27 to the condenser 28 and 
appears with a positive polarity at the grid of tube 22’. 
The voltage set up across the condenser 28 is limited by 
means of the diode 29 and the voltage source 3&1 ‘to such 
a value that, as long as this voltage subsists, the incoming 
impulses are capable of bringing about a discharge of 
the condenser 18’. Consequently, the device 18' to 22’ 
is exclusively sensitive during the discharge time of the 
condenser 18, during which time the device 18 to 22 is 
insensitive. 
Upon reception of a disturbance preceding the ?rst 

impulse of the impulse combination, by which disturbance 
the device 13 to 22 is rendered insensitive to the ?rst 
impulse, the device 18' to 22' will be able to become op 
erative during the discharge time of the condenser 18 at 
the moment at whichthe ?rst impulse of an impulse 
combination is supplied to the grid of the tube 22’. 
Consequently, the ?rst impulse of the impulse combina 
tion involves a discharge of the condenser 18’ and as 
a result thereof a voltage impulse through the coil 24', 
which impulse appears simultaneously with the second 
impulse transmitted along the branch 12. Consequently, 
on reception of an impulse combination an impulse, and 
more particularly the second impulse of an impulse com 
bination, is supplied to the reproducing device despite 
the preceding disturbance. 

it is pointed out that the size of the condenser 28 and 
the resistance 27 are so chosen that the voltage across 
the condenser 28 is not set up before the end of the 
impulse bringing about the discharge of the condenser 
18. in this way it is avoided that the device 18' to 22' 
is sensitive already during the appearance of the disturb 
ing impulse supplied to the grid, so that this impulse 
disturbs both the operation of the device 18’ to 22' and 
that of the device 18 to 22. 

Fig. 6 represents a simpli?ed form of construction of 
the impulse dividing device 8 shown in Fig. 2. By the 
device 8' the incoming impulses are supplied directly 
to the device 16 through a resistance 31. Moreover, the 
incoming impulses are supplied to a cable 32 consisting 
of two concentric conductors. At the end of the cable the 
impulses are re?ected and the re?ected impulses, which 
are consequently retarded with respect to the incoming 
impulses, are likewise supplied to the device 16. Sim 
ilarly to the aforesaid devices 8 a judicious correlation 
of the retardation time and the time interval between the 
incoming impulses permits at least two impulses of an 
impulse combination to be simultaneously supplied to 
the device 16, as a result of which one impulse per impulse 
combination appears in the output circuit of the device 
£6. 
The retardation time of the device 8 is preferably 

adjustable which permits the receiver to be adapted to 
the time interval between the impulses of an impulse 
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combination, which may be different for various trans-_ 
mitters. , 

What I claim is: 
1. Apparatus for transmitting an intelligence signal 

comprising means to generate impulses having a given 
timing relationship, means to time-modulate said im 
pulses in accordance with the instantaneous amplitude of 
said signal, separate ?rst and second channels for con 
ducting said time-modulated impulses, one of said chan 
nels including a retarding circuit for delaying the im 
pulses therein a predetermined interval, means for com 
bining the outputs of said ?rst and second channel so 
that each of said impulses is representedby a double 
pulse thereby forming a train of time-modulated double 
pulses, and means to transmit said train as a modulation 
component on a radio frequency carrier. 

2. Apparatus for transmitting an intelligence signal 
comprising means to generate impulses having a given 
timing relationship, means to time-modulate said im 
pulses in accordance with the instantaneous amplitude 
of said signal, means to di?erentiate said time-modulated 
impulses to produce leading and trailing spaced pulses of 
opposite sense, means to segregate said leading and trail 
ing pulses, means to invert said trailing pulses, means to 
combine said leading pulses with said inverted trailing 
pulses to form a train of time-modulated double pulses, 
and means to transmit said train as a modulation com 
ponent on a radio frequency carrier. 

3. Apparatus for receiving a train of high-frequency‘ 
double pulses time-modulated in accordance with the 
instantaneous amplitude of an intelligence signal, each 
double pulse being constituted by a pair of pulses having 
a ?xed spacing, said apparatus comprising means to 
detect said train of double pulses, separate ?rst and second 
channels for conducting the detected double pulses, said 
?rst channel including retarding means for delaying the 
detected double pulses therein for an interval equal to 
said ?xed spacing, and means to combine the leading 
pulse of each of the double pulses in said ?rst channel 
with the trailing pulse of each of the double pulses in 
said second channel to form an output pulse whose am 
plitude is equal to the sum of said leading and trailing 
ulses. 

p 4. Apparatus for receiving a train of high-frequency 
double pulses time-modulated in accordance with the 
instantaneous amplitude of an intelligence signal, each 
double pulse being constituted by a pair of pulses having 
a ?xed spacing, said apparatus comprising means to 
detect said train of double pulses, separate ?rst and 
second channels for conducting the detected double pulses, 
one of said channels including retarding means for delay 
ing the detected double pulses therein for an interval 
equal to said ?xed spacing, means to combine the output 
of said ?rst and second channels to form triple pulses 
whose middle pulse has an amplitude equal to the sum 
of two individual pulses, and means to separate said 
middle pulse from said triple pulse whereby a train of 
time-modulated middle pulses is produced enabling de 
modulation of said signal. 

5. Apparatus for receiving a train of high-frequency 
double pulses time-modulated in accordance with the in 
stantaneous amplitude of an intelligence signal, each 

- double pulse being constituted by a pair of pulses having 
a ?xed spacing, said apparatus comprising means to detect 
said train of double pulses, separate ?rst and second chan 
nels for conducting the detected double pulses, one of 
said channels including retarding means for delaying the 
detected double pulses therein for an interval equal to 
said ?xed spacing, means to combine the output of said 
?rst and second channels to form triple pulses Whose mid 
die pulse has an amplitude equal to the sum of two in 
dividual pulses, a threshold ampli?er responsive solely 
to input voltages having an amplitude at least equal to‘ 
the amplitude of said middle pulse for producing a train 
of time-modulated output pulses. 

6. Apparatus for receiving a train of high-frequency 
double pulses time-modulated in accordance with the in 
stantaneous amplitude of an intelligence signal, each 
double pulse being constituted by a pair of pulses having 
a ?xed spacing, said apparatus comprising means to de 
tect said train of double pulses, separate ?rst and second 
channels for conducting the detected double pulses, one 
of said channels including retarding means for delaying 
the detected double pulses therein for an interval equal 
to said ?xed spacing, means to combine the output of said 
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?rst and second channels. to form triple pulses whose mid 
dle pulse has an amplitude equal to the sum of two in 
dividual pulses, a threshold ampli?er responsive solely to 
input voltages having an amplitude at least equal to the 
amplitude of said middle pulse for producing a train of 
tilne~modulated output pulses, a pulse generator providing 
impulses, of ?xed duration and constant amplitude, and 
means to synchronize the timing of said generator in ac 
cordance with said output pulses. 

7. Apparatus for receiving a train of high-frequency 
double pulses time-modulated in accordance with the in 
stantaneous amplitude of an intelligence signal, each 
double pulse being constituted by a pair of pulses hav 
ing a ?xed spacing, apparatus comprising a detector 
for said train or" double pulses, a limiter connected to the 
output of said detector for limiting the amplitude of the 
detected double pulses to a predetermined value, sep 
arate ?rst and second channels coupled to the output of 
said limiter for conducting the limited double pulses, said 
?rst channel including a retarding circuit delaying the 
limited double pulses therein for an interval equal to said 
?xed spacing, common output means to combine the out— 
puts of said ?rst and second channels to form triple pulses 
Whose middle pulse has an amplitude equal to the sum 
of the leading pulse of the double pulse in said ?rst chan 
nel and the trailing pulse of the double pulse in said sec 
ond channel, a threshold ampli?er coupled to said com— 
mon output means and responsive solely to an input volt 
age having an amplitude at least equal to the amplitude 
of said. middle pulse thereby producing a train of time 
modulated riddle pulses, a pulse generator providing im~ 
pulses of .Xed ation and constant amplitude, and 
means to synchroznte the timing 05 said generator in ac 
cordance with said train of middle pulses. 

8. Apparatus for receiving a train of high-frequency 
double pulses time-modulated in accordance with the in— 
stantaneous amplitude of an intelligence signal, each 
double pulse being constituted by a pair of pulses having 
a ?xed spacing, said apparatus comprising a detector for 
said train of double pulses, a limiter connected to the Out 
put of said detector for limiting the amplitude of the de 
tected double pulses to a predetermined value, separate 
first and second channels coupled to the output of said 
limiter for conducting the limited double pulses, said ?rst 
channel including a retarding circuit delaying the limited 
double ptuses therein for an interval equal to said ?xed 
spacing, common output means to combine the outputs of 
said. ?rst and second channels to form triple pulses whose 
middle pulse has an amplitude equal to the sum of the 
leading pulse of the double pulse in said ?rst channel 
and he trailing pulse of the double pulse in said second 
channel, threshold ampli?er coupled to said common 
output means and r ‘pensive solely to an input voltage 
having an amplitude at least equal to the amplitude of said 
middle pulse thereby producing a train of time-modulated 
middle pulses, a pulse generator providing impulses of 
?xed durat‘sn and constant amplitude, means to syn 
chronize the timing of said generator in accordance with 
said train of middle pulses, means to demodulate the time 
modulated im ulses of said generator to produce energy 
amplitude-modulated in accordance with said signal, and 
reproducing means responsive to said amplitude-modu 
lated energy. 

9. In a communication system of the type in which 
signal characteristics are represented by a series of ?rst 
impulses modulated to represent the signal characteristics, 
said ?rst impulses being spaced apart in time a large 
amount with respect to their duration, an arrangement 
for reducing the disturbing e?ects of interfering impulses 
comprising means -or producing from each of said ?rst 
impulses at least two indicating impulses spaced apart in 
time by a ?xed. time interval which is small with respect 
to the spacing of said ?rst impulses, receiver means for re 
ceiving said indicating impulses, and discriminator means 
in said receiver means for discr- . inating between impulses 
spaced apart by said ?xed time interval and all other im 
pulses, whereby only said spaced impulses may be used 
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for signal indications, said discriminator means compris 
ing ?rst and second paths for said received impulses, 
blocking means normally blocking said ?rst path so that 
signals cannot pass, delay means in said second path for 
delaying impulses by an amount equal to said ?xed time 
interval, and means for applying said delayed impulses 
to said blocking means to permit passage of impulses over 
said ?rst path during the time of application of each de~ 
layed impulse. 

1G". in a communication system of the type in which 
signal characteristics are represented by a series of ?rst 
impulses modulated to represent the signal characteristics, 
said ?rst impulses being spaced apart in time a large 
amount with respect to their duration, an arrangement for 
reducing the distutfoiru7 eifects of interfering impulses com 
prising means for producing from each of said ?rst im 
pulses at least two indicating impulses spaced apart in 
time by a ?xed time interval which small with respect 
to the spacing of said ?rst impulses, receiver means for 
receiving said indicating impulses, and discriminator 
in us in said receiver means for discriminating between 
imp es spaced apart by said ?xed time interval and all 
other impulses, whereby only said spaced impulses may 
be used for signal indications, the means for producing 
two indicating impulses from each ?rst impulse comprising 
t o branch circuits, delay means having a delay equal to 

d ?xed delay in one branch circuit, means for applying 
said ?rst impulses to said two branch circuits, and com— 
mon output means for said two branch circuits in which 
are developed impulses from both branches. 

ll. A receiver system for receiving pairs of impulses 
spaced apart a predetermined amount in time, each pair 
representing an increment of modulating signal energy in 
modulated Wave, means for receiving said pairs of im 

pulses, discriminating means in said receiver for discrim 
inating between pairs of impulses separated by said pre 
determined time del‘ay and all other impulses, and trans 
late means coupled to said discriminating means for re 
producing the original modulating signal of said modu 
lated wave, discriminator means comprising ?rst and 
second receiver for said received impulses, blocking 
means normally blocking said ?rst receiver path so that 
signals cannot pass, delay means in said second receiver 
path for delaying impulses by said predetermined amount, 
and means for applying said delayed impulses to said 
blocking means to permit passage of impulses over said 
‘ii at receiver path during the time or" application of each 
delayed impulse. 

12. In a communication system of the type in which 
signal characteristics are represented by ?rst impulses 
modulated to represent the signal characteristic, a method 

reducing the disturbing e?’ect of interfering impulses 
which comprises producing from each of said ?rst im 
pulses at least two indicating impulses spaced apart by a 
?t ed time interval which is small relative to the normal 
time spacing of said ?rst impulses, receiving said indicat 
ing impulses, and discriminating between impulses spaced 
by said ?xed time interval and other impulses by trans 
ferring said received impulses over ?rst and second paths, 
delaying impulses in said second path by a time equal 
to said ?rst time interval and applying said delayed im~ 
pulses from said second path to said ?rst path to render 
said ?rst path conductive only during application of im 
pulses from said second path. 
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